
ATOM™ LED LIGHT

Magnetic loupe adapters are 
available for face shields and 
other manufacturers of loupes, 
including most major brands. 

Recommended for physicians 
performing procedures for: 

Facial Plastics
Oral and Maxillofacial
General Dentistry
Cosmetic Dentistry

The Atom Light batteries features 
capacitive touch technology that 
can be used with gowns or gloves.  
The touch activation powers the 
light and controls two levels of 
brightness intensity. 

MAGNETIC LOUPE
ADAPTERS

VERSATILE FOR 
MANY CONDITIONS 

TOUCH ACTIVATION
CONTROL

A TETHER- FREE LIGHT SOLUTION
The lightweight and versatile Atom™ Light produces a bright white-light spotlight at 23,000 lux.  Ideal 
for practitioners who want a tether-free working experience.  This clip-on light solution provides a 
wireless-tangle free option with magnetic batteries that clip to the light base. The Atom Light package 
comes with three rechargeable batteries, a filter, a charger, a Philips screwdriver and convenient carry-
ing case. 



DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

TECHNICAL DATA
Light Source: LED refractive technology
Lamp Illumination: 30,000 lux 
Color Temperature: 6,100k 
Illumination Spot Size: 4 inches, fixed
Construction: 
Weight: 

LED Warranty: 
Battery: Rechargeable Lithium Ion (charger included)
Battery Warranty: 1 year

Atom™ Light

Enova offers a range of LED clip-on lights and surgical headlights so you can select the specifi-
cations to fit your needs. Whether you need bright, penetrating light for deep surgical cavities or 
cordless freedom for your active work, Enova has you covered. Visit www.goenova.com to learn 
more. 

To learn more about how Enova can help you see better, so you can perform better, 
visit www.goenova.com, call 651.236.8857, or email sales@goenova.com.
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Qubit Cool (XLT-105F)
105,000 lux

Tethered wearable 
battery 

8+ hour run-time

Atom™ Light
23,000 lux

Wireless Battery
2+ hour run-time

Axis Light™ 
30,000 lux

Wearable neck battery 
traditional battery pack

10+ hour run-time

MagneLite™ 
25,000 lux

Tethered wearable 
battery 

 5-10 hour run-time

Ba�ery Pack Op�ons Wireless Atom Ba�ery

Ba�ery Run-Time 2 hours - 3 ba�eries included

Ba�ery Pack Dimensions 2"x1"x0.5"

Ba�ery Pack Weight 5oz (142g)   


